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General purpose MC event generator
many matrix elements natively; underlying event; 
initial/final state parton showering; Powheg matching;
cluster hadronization; individually modelled hadron/tau decays;
QED radiation

30-year history in its F77 implementation; 
Hw++ is a complete redesign from ground up.

currently ~20 members
in Durham, Manchester, Cambridge, Milan, Karlsruhe

Main reference: arXiv:0803.0883
http://projects.hepforge.org/herwig/

Herwig++ details



ThePEG
L. Lönnblad

Toolkit for high energy 
physics event generation

Herwig++

Box of physics implementations

Each building block is
a compiled C++ class



ThePEG Repository

plaintext 
setup files

no more compilation needed here
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create ThePEG::StandardEventHandler /Herwig/LHCHandler
set    LHCHandler:LuminosityFunction FixedLHCLuminosity

insert LHCHandler:SubProcessHandlers[0] /Herwig/SimpleQCD
set    LHCHandler:CascadeHandler        /Herwig/ShowerHandler
set    LHCHandler:HadronizationHandler  /Herwig/ClusterHadHandler
set    LHCHandler:DecayHandler          /Herwig/DecayHandler
[...]

create ThePEG::EventGenerator /Herwig/LHCGenerator ThePEG.so
set    LHCGenerator:EventHandler /Herwig/LHCHandler
[...]

set LHCHandler:BeamA /Herwig/Particles/p+
set LHCHandler:BeamB /Herwig/Particles/p+
set FixedLHCLuminosity:Energy 14000.0
[...]
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create ThePEG::StandardEventHandler /Herwig/LHCHandler
set    LHCHandler:LuminosityFunction FixedLHCLuminosity

insert LHCHandler:SubProcessHandlers[0] /Herwig/SimpleQCD
set    LHCHandler:CascadeHandler        /Herwig/ShowerHandler
set    LHCHandler:HadronizationHandler  /Herwig/ClusterHadHandler
set    LHCHandler:DecayHandler          /Herwig/DecayHandler
[...]

create ThePEG::EventGenerator /Herwig/LHCGenerator ThePEG.so
set    LHCGenerator:EventHandler /Herwig/LHCHandler
[...]

set LHCHandler:BeamA /Herwig/Particles/p+
set LHCHandler:BeamB /Herwig/Particles/p+
set FixedLHCLuminosity:Energy 14000.0
[...]

Arbitrary user extensions use dlopen():

create DGrell::Foo /DGrell/Foomaker DGrellHwPlugin.so

Main code never needs recompilation.
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Available models:
MSSM (includes SLHA reader)
Universal extra dimensions
Randall-Sundrum gravitons; Z’; anomalous hVV



Figure 1: Mass distribution of the quark and lepton in the decay q̃L ! q!̃0
2 ! q"±"̃!

R
for (a) "+ and (b) "".

In particular the new algorithm uses an improved evolution variable and the quasi-collinear
splitting functions 6 to give better treatment of the radiation from massive particles. In FOR-
TRAN HERWIG the “dead-cone” approximation of forbidding radiation with angle less than
m/E, where m is the mass and E the energy of the heavy particle, was used. In Herwig++ this
is replaced by a smooth suppression of radiation in the direction of the particle.

The improved treatment of the kinematics of the branchings in the shower means that the
soft-region of phase space in e+e! ! qq̄ is smoothly covered with radiation from the quark and
anti-quark filling separate regions of phase space which cover the whole region for soft emission
without overlapping, as was the case with the FORTRAN algorithm.

A major new feature is the inclusion of radiation from the decaying particle in heavy particle
decays, for example t ! bW+. This means that in these decays the soft region for gluon emission
is fully covered, whereas in the FORTRAN program, which only included radiation from the
decay products, part of the soft region was not filled.7 This makes correcting the parton shower
using the exact single emission matrix element simpler. These corrections are now included for
e+e! ! qq̄, top decay 8 and the Drell-Yan process.

Another key feature of the new algorithm is that momentum reshu!ing needed to ensure
energy and momentum conservation is under greater analytic control which will make it easier to
match with higher order matrix elements. A number of developments in this area are underway.9

3 BSM Physics

The existing HERWIG program includes a detailed simulation of supersymmetric (SUSY) mod-

els10 including both spin correlation e"ects11 and R-parity violating models.12 However, while
the simulation of SUSY models was highly sophisticated, extending the simulation to other
models of new physics was di#cult and time consuming. In the new simulation we have adopted
an entirely di"erent approach for the inclusion of new physics models. 13 In the FORTRAN
simulation the matrix element for each new scattering process and decay was added by hand. In
the new simulation we have included a library based on the HELAS14 formalism which is used
in all matrix element calculations. The spin structures for the possible 2 ! 2 matrix elements
and 1 ! 2 decays are included, based on the possible Feynman diagrams for each combina-
tion of the spins of external particles. The possible scattering processes and decays are then
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BSM model

parton showering possible in all BSM particle decays

finite width effects included˜ 

inclusive production, no need to specify all 2→N contributions

spin correlations preserved throughout, including SM decay chains



read   MSSM.model
set    HPConstructor:IncludeEW No

insert HPConstructor:Incoming 0 g
insert HPConstructor:Incoming 1 u
insert HPConstructor:Incoming 2 ubar
insert HPConstructor:Incoming 3 d
insert HPConstructor:Incoming 4 dbar

insert HPConstructor:Outgoing 0 ~u_L
insert HPConstructor:Outgoing 1 ~u_Lbar
insert HPConstructor:Outgoing 2 ~d_L
insert HPConstructor:Outgoing 3 ~d_Lbar

setup  MSSM/Model SPhenoSPS1a.spc
set    TwoBodyDC:CreateDecayModes No
set    ThreeBodyDC:CreateDecayModes No

#insert DecayConstructor:DisableModes 0 ~u_L->~chi_20,u;
#insert DecayConstructor:DisableModes 1 ~chi_20->~e_R-,e+;

BSM setup



==============================================================================
Total:                                      5000         5013      13.5(2)e-03
==============================================================================
Per matrix element breakdown:
MEgg2~d_L~d_Lbar                              55           55      0.15(2)e-03
MEgg2~u_L~u_Lbar                              70           70      0.19(2)e-03
MEdg2~g~d_L                                  840          842      2.27(8)e-03
MEdbarg2~g~d_Lbar                            213          215      0.58(4)e-03
MEug2~g~u_L                                 2212         2215       6.0(1)e-03
MEubarg2~g~u_Lbar                            149          152      0.40(3)e-03
MEdd2~d_L~d_L                                 32           32       90(20)e-06
MEdd2~d_L~d_R                                 40           40      0.11(2)e-03
MEddbar2~d_R~d_Lbar                           41           41      0.11(2)e-03
MEddbar2~d_L~d_Rbar                           47           47      0.13(2)e-03
MEddbar2~d_L~d_Lbar                           25           25       70(10)e-06
MEddbar2~u_L~u_Lbar                            8            8        22(8)e-06
MEud2~u_R~d_L                                 89           89      0.24(3)e-03
MEud2~u_L~d_L                                225          225      0.61(4)e-03
MEud2~u_L~d_R                                 66           66      0.18(2)e-03
[...]

BSM result
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Ready for use by experiments and theorists!

Feedback very welcome!

herwig@projects.hepforge.org


